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Commentaires de présentation
Hello everybody, my name is MONCEF GAROUANI, Im a PHD student, Its my pleasure to participate in this conference,On the the behalf of the whole team of our work, i will present our research paper entitled: « MAC: An open and free Moroccan Arabic corpus for sentiment analysis  »,starting with a brief introduction to the motivation of our work.
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Motivation

With the advent of the web 2.0

and the explosion of data sources

such as review platforms, blogs

and microblogs, there has been a

need to analyze millions of posts,

tweets or reviews in order to find

out what internet users think.

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
starting with a brief introduction to the motivation of our work. With the advance of the web 2, many social media platforms emerged, allowing people to express their feelings and give their opinions regarding a particular subject such as commercial products, services or events,Their interaction on these platforms generates a huge amount of unstructured data. This latter is a valuable resource that could be used to improve the decision-making process and acquire knowledge of people trends. Bcs What others think "has always been part of the decisionHowever, lack of free and open corpora intended for OM research represents a major obstacle for promoting research on sentiment analysis systems, especially for rich and complex languages as the Moroccan Arabic (MA) one.
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Motivation

2- The total lack of additional
resources for Moroccan Arabic.

1- The research carried out on the

analysis of the sentiment of tweets in

Arabic is very limited, in particular

Moroccan Arabic compared to other

languages.

3- Morocco is thus ranked 9th

among Arab countries with the

highest number of users. .

The number of active social media users in

Morocco has increased by 4M1 users over the

past year, reaching the number of 22 million

social media users.

1 https://www.statista.com/statistics/1172771/number-of-social-media-users-morocco/

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
In this area, most of the research has been carried out in certain European languages, notably English and Asian. Nevertheless, research done on the analysis of Arabic text is considered very limited, especially on the Moroccan dialect.Even so The number of active social media users in Morocco has increased by 4M1  users over the past year, reaching the number of 22 million social media users.accoarding to the last statista statisticsThis can be explained by two major factors. First of all, the lack of additional resources for this type of language. Second, the complexity of processing this language.Lack of resources is seen as a serious problem which decisively hinders the development of natural language processing tools for Arabic language in general and in particular for the Moroccan dialect (DM).This could be considered as the main reason behind this work,
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Sentiment analysis

Background and literature review

Benchmark corpus

Experiments and Results

Introduction

PLAN

Conclusion & Perspectives

Présentateur
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The outline of our presentation is as follows:we start with an introduction, before moving to present sentiment analysis background and literature review,After that, we are going to see the proposed approach for constructing the Benchmark corpus ,Then we continue with the experimental results,And finally we close our presentation with conclusions and perspectives
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Introduction

This data plays an important role in decision

making for many people and organizations.

Social media

Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn, these

social platforms are now part of everyday life. The

data aspect of these social media, such as Twitter

messages, generates a rich wealth of data about

who is involved in communication.

120K 530K 319K

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
However, the vast majority of corpora intended for OM research are not large and free for the researchers' community. This lack of free and large OM corpora representsa major obstacle for promoting research on sentiment analysis systems, especially for rich and complex languages as the Moroccan Arabic (MA) one. To overcome this gap, in this work, we presents a new contribution to the MA resources. A free and large Moroccan Arabic corpus consisting of eighteen thousand manually labeled tweets resulting in a lexicon-dictionary of thirty thousand words labeled as positive, negative and neutral. Intended For opinion mining and sentiment analysis
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Application areas
• Machine Learning Approach

• Lexicon-based / dictionary rule-based 

methods (Semantic orientation)

Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment analysis

Refers to technologies for the automatic

analysis of speech, written or spoken, in

order to extract subjective informations such

as judgments, evaluations or emotions.

Data Sources

Approaches

• Politics / political science

• Commercial

• Sociology

• Finance

• Review sites

• Blogs

• Micro-blogs: Twitter, Facebook…

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
- We can cite as sources of data ... and as Areas of application of sentiment analysis++the sentiment analysis state of the art generates 2 mainlly used approchs, namelly ML and LexcionThis work focuses on the construction of a corpora and dictionary for the two approaches, in : Standard Arabic (SA) and Moroccan Dialect (MD
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Maghrebian corpora

State of art

Dataset Size Arabic Classes Source Year Publicly
Available

[15] 10006 Egyptian 4 Twitter 2015 ✔

[13] 6m Tunisian 2 Twitter 2017 ✔

[1] 49864 Algerian 2 Facebook 2019 ✔

[3] 930 Moroccan 2 Twitter 2017 ✖

[9] 10254 Moroccan 2 Facebook 2017 ✖

[10] 2000 Moroccan 2 Twitter 2019 ✔

[4] 12K Moroccan 4 Twitter 2020 ✖

Table 1: Arabic corpora for sentiment analysis.

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
The Maghrebi Arabic is a variety of vernacular Arabic spoken primarily in the Maghreb region (notably Morocco, Algeria, Libya and Tunisia). An increasing effort is being made to process Maghrebian dialects [4].As can be seen, compared to other languages, the Moroccan dialect has no large-scale free available corpora to carry out studies and benchmark new approaches.In addition, some of the public available ones provide no information about the annotation, which may limit their use. This work aims to fill this gap by presenting the creation and annotation details of a large-scale Moroccan Arabic corpora and lexicon-dictionary. In addition, MAC is freely available to the research community.
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Benchmark corpus

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
  We have followed the following  flow chart as a construction approach. where we divide the benchmarking process into three main phases: data collection, cleaning and annotation, data preprocessing, classification and evaluation.
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Final corpus

I- Data collection

• The corpus consists of the total of 18000 valid tweets based on 36,114 tweets collected

Number of tweets collected 18000

Number of valid tweets 8360

Number of retweets 9640

Table 2: Statistics on the final corpus.

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
To collect the tweets, we implemented a Python program which used the Tweepy library. This library provides access to Twitter data through its Twitter API programming interface
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II- Preprocessing

Remove numbers, punctuation, URLs

Remove emoticons

Standardize spaces

Delete user IDs

Remove Hashtags

Eliminate VIA, RT commands

(harakat الشكل)

Convert multiple space characters to 

a single character.

@user

#hashtag

VIA, RT

Letters آ -إ -أ 

replaced by ا

Remove short vowels and other symbols

Eliminate repeated characters

Standardization of Arabic characters

) جمیل  : جمییییل, شكرا: شكراااا  )

??!, www.lien.com



II- Data cleaning

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
We have already discussed the characteristics of tweets which usually boil down to the use of informal language.Thus, the Twitter user uses abbreviations, emoticons, and slangs to express their opinions and feelings. Consequently, a preprocessing step is essential, the aim of which is to clean the tweets and make them as close as possible to a formal language.they must be deleted because they have no impact on the classification. 

http://www.lien.com/
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III- Annotation

• The corpus was labeled by ourselves, our task is to determine the polarity (Positive, Negative, Neutral, 
Mixed) and the language of the tweets (SA or MD).

• The annotation was done through a web application

Tweet Type Class
Ar : النورصباحالأملوبالتفاؤلصباحكافتحوالخیرتوقع
En: Expect the good things and start your day with optimism and hope Positive SA

Ar : الآننعیشھالذيحالناھذاانالمؤسفمن
En: Unfortunately, this is our current situation Negative SA

Ar : ندخلكنقدرباشتابعیني
En: Subscribe so that I can add you Neutral MD

Ar : �الحمدونقولنضحككنحاولمنھاكنمرليوالمشاكلقاتلانيليالصعوباترغم
En: Despite the difficulties and problems I have I try to laugh and thank God Mixed MD

Table 3: Example of annotated tweets

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Given the lack of annotated resources, we decided to build our own learning corpus.In this task, ...That we have developed,The following table shows an example of annotated tweets:
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III- Annotation
The distribution of data according to their class and sentiment is shown in the following table:

SA MD Total

9 640 8360 18000

Table 4: Statistics on the corpus.

Figure 1: Distribution of feelings expressed in the SA corpus. Figure 2: Distribution of feelings expressed in the MD corpus.

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
The distribution of data according to their class and sentiment is shown in the following table:  nine thousand six hundred forty eight thousand, three hundred sixtyThis corpus resulted a Sentiment lexicon dictionary of thirty thousand item or term annotated as positive negative and neutral,
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• Statistics on the built dictionary: 

Positif Négatif Neutre Total

2 630 2 057 13 995 18 683

Positif Négatif Neutre Total

1 291 702 8 902 10 895

Table 5: Lexicon extracted from the SA database .

Table 6: Lexicon extracted from the MD database .

Lexicon construction

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
The distribution of data according to their class and sentiment is shown in the following table:The dictionary has more than eighteen thousand six hundred SA words and ten thousand eight hundred morrocan dialectal words
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Classifiers used

V- Classification

1. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)

2. Short-term long-term memory networks (LSTMs)

3. Support Vector Machine (SVM)

4. Logistic regression (LR)

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
The MAC is benchmarked for forthcoming works through an exploratory data analysis carried out using the two-sentiment analysis approaches for polarity classication aswell as language identication. the SVM, Logistic Regression, CNN and LSTM classier form the algorithmsthat we have chosen to conduct this benchmark study. In order to train theclassiers, a 5-fold stratied cross validation strategy was used.We have proposed two OM tasks, the first is to identify the used language (MSA orDA) and the second centered on the analysis of feelings, given a tweet written inMSA or DA, this task consists of classifying it according to the feeling / emotionexpressed by its author (positive, negative, neutral or mixed).
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Table 6: Results of identification of the used language.

Model Features Stop words Accuracy

LSTM Word embeddings 0 91.27

1 89.23

CNN
Word embeddings 0 89.78

1 89.16

SVM
TF-IDF 0 89.13

1 86.30

Logistic Regression
TF-IDF 0 88.64

1 87.08

Analysis evaluation

Task 1 : Language identification

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
This Tables shows the different scenarios and settings that we have evaluated. The firstcolumn represents the used classier name. The second column indicates theused features and whether a Stopwords filter was used (1) or removed (0). Thethird column shows the obtained accuracy. The best result by using the wordembeddings representation is of 91.27%, obtained by using the LSTM classierkeeping the stop words, and 89.23% by removing.
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Table 7: Evaluation results of the second task.

Analysis evaluation

Task 2 : Sentiment analysis

Model Approach
Accuracy

AS DM AS_DM

CNN
Corpus 91.78 84.17 90.87
Lexicon 90.85 85.42 89.25

LSTM
Corpus 92.09 83.36 93.24
Lexicon 90.88 84.53 89.62

SVM
Corpus 84.75 67.80 88.05
Lexicon 82.04 74.14 78.11

Logistic 
Regression

Corpus 82.23 65.78 79.88
Lexicon 81.08 71.77 77.96

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Table 7 shows the obtained results for the second task. The best result in termsof accuracy on the MSA corpus is 92.09% was obtained using the LSTM classier. On the Dialectal corpus, t he CNN reached an accuraccy score of 85.42% using the lexicon-based approach, while LSTM attained 93.24% on the wholecorpus(AS+DM) using the supervised approach (corpus-based).
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Conclusion 

This work addresses 

the construction of an 

open and free 

Moroccan Arabic

corpus for sentiment 

analysis.

We collected over 

36.000 tweets and 

manually tagged over 

18.000 tweets. We 

created a dictionary of 

30.000.

We have implemented 

the lexicon based 

approach, to asses the 

quality of the created

corpus

We have implemented:

DL algorithms: CNN, LSTM, 

Classic algorithms: SVM, LR.

We performed several 

scenarios using several 

parameters:

Stopwords removal

MAC is benchmarked for 

forthcoming works,

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
To sum up
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Perspectives

The next planned steps include:

1. Increase in the size of the dataset,
in particular the DM corpus

2. Discussion of the issue of imbalance
between data sets and text.

3. Add more parameters more
features and classifiers.

4- The involvement of other linguistic aspects such as
the type of words (subject, verb, adjectives, etc.)
which can improve the process of sentiment analysis.

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
As perspectives, our system still needs to be improved because the Moroccan dialect is not stable, which can lead to the addition or change of meaning of some words.
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR 
ATTENTION

To your questions
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